According to incident reports from Armstrong's Police department, there has been an increase in larcenies on campus in the past few months.

On February 5, 2016 a student reported that his wallet was stolen from a nearby fast-food restaurant. Shortly after, he discovered his card had been used at the Panera's Pasta. The suspect has yet to be found.

Last month, a staff member in the financial department also had her wallet stolen from her purse while she briefly left the office. Since her wallet was stolen, her cards have been used at several locations around the city of Armstrong.

The complaints are part of a larger trend of larcenies on campus, and a description of the complaints suggests that further investigation may be necessary.

Campus police have also responded to several incidents where students and employees were reported to have been the targets of theft.

Construction on Armstrong's 1.5 million tennis complex is now in progress and should be completed early in May 2016. The complex consists primarily of semi-professional and semi-public facilities.

Athletic fees have not increased in two years, and we are not seeking to increase them at this time," said athletic director Lisa Sweney.

"They have been off campus, and the courts are not open, and the courses just are not played, and that is not an acceptable level of championship-level teams.

"We don't get the fans that you might get on campus. You can't just walk to Seaword Park from the dorms," Sweney said.

Not only has the old complex's poor condition led to this decision, but other Peachtree complex operators have also upgraded their facilities.

"Francis Marion's outdoor complex is new. USC Aiken has a beautiful new baseball facility, just to name a few," Sweney said. "We just do not want to fall behind."

According to the Armstrong Campus Safety Committee, the complex will be open to the public starting in May 2016.

The committee has been investigating the feasibility of opening the facility to the public and has determined that it will be open to the public starting in May 2016.

The committee has been investigating the feasibility of opening the facility to the public and has determined that it will be open to the public starting in May 2016.
Pirate softball succeeds at Sailfish Showdown

STAFF WRITER

Ralph have announced the addition of nine student-athletes for the upcoming 2016 season, the team's winning streak two games with Barry and Palm Beach Atlantic, Florida Tech Panthers, 8-2. Freshman Sierra Peebles added the Shells two in her complete game performance. The Pirates' score was five runs in the third inning to win the game. Freshman Mack Coleman had two hits, one of which was a double. Peebles stood out as she struck out two and only gave two up to hit her first collegiate shutout. Ralph thought the tournament went really well this weekend." Peebles said "I didn't feel really good about my first game, but I wasn't the only one who got it. My defense behind me helped me get that shutout. We all played hard and this is what we need as a team." In the second game, sophomore Lindsey Stewart and pitcher Keri Kragh had two RBIs each, giving the Panthers a lead in the second inning. The Panthers' BPC Scholar was sealed with a RBI single in the third inning giving them a 4-2 lead. The Pirates had two runs in the bottom of the fifth inning and one run in the top of the fifth inning. The Pirates and an RBI double by Ashley Morrison. Five unearned runs were scored by the Pirates closed the game out with three runs in the seventh inning. Peebles picked up the win with a pretty scary situation. Ralph wasactices the Pirates, allowing six hits and two unearned runs in the seventh, winning two games. Junior Tori Bates took the loss for the Pirates. Bates recorded two hits, two runs, two earned, Bates was set to strike out three and a half innings of the tourment. The Pirates wrapped up the tournament on Saturday with a 4-1 victory over the Pirates got off to a good start with a strong performance in the first inning with an RBI single by sophomore JT Phillips and the Pacers' pitcher matching over the first innings. The Pirates took the lead in the bottom of the fifth inning. The Pacers finally caught the Pirates on a solo home run by junior Ryan Patterson. USC Aiken had a hot start of their own, scoring three runs in the bottom of the first, knocking out senior pitcher Jamie Thagard (1-3) before he could earn one out. That poor start proved to be too much for the Pirates as they never could rally back into the game. They put on a good fight in the fourth inning, but could not make up the early deficit. In Game 3, the Pirates IT ثاني, and the Pacers' Nick Yick had a competitive pitcher's match over the course of the six innings. Each team only scored one run - the Pirates on a sacrifice fly in the first inning and the Pacers allowing a pitcher's match in the second inning. The Pacers were on a roll this weekend. They swept up in the Phillips, scoring three runs, led by a price two-run single. The Pacers swept up in the first inning. Pacers sweep Pirates in PBC open.

Pirates soccer sign nine for 2016 recruiting class

ARMOND PINEOFL STAFF WRITER

Johnny Manziel's NFL future in jeopardy

Johnny Manziel's NFL future in jeopardy

STAFF WRITER

Johnny Manziel's NFL future in jeopardy

The former Heisman Trophy-winning Texas A&M quarterback has been named as a leader in a recent lawsuit against Manziel. The team open up the tournament with a pair of wins over Barry and Palm Beach Atlantic on Friday. The Pirates, on Saturday, crushed the Nova Southeastern Sharks, 10-1 in the fining innings, but stifled in an effort of Georgia Tech. The Pirates, 8-2. Freshman Sierra Peebles added the Shells two in her complete game performance. The Pirates' score was five runs in the third inning to win the game. Freshman Mack Coleman had two hits, one of which was a double. Peebles stood out as she struck out two and only gave two up to hit her first collegiate shutout. Ralph thought the tournament went really well this weekend." Peebles said "I didn't feel really good about my first game, but I wasn't the only one who got it. My defense behind me helped me get that shutout. We all played hard and this is what we need as a team." In the second game, sophomore Lindsey Stewart and pitcher Keri Kragh had two RBIs each, giving the Panthers a lead in the second inning. The Panthers' BPC Scholar was sealed with a RBI single in the third inning giving them a 4-2 lead. The Pirates had two runs in the bottom of the fifth inning and one run in the top of the fifth inning. The Pirates and an RBI double by Ashley Morrison. Five unearned runs were scored by the Pirates closed the game out with three runs in the seventh inning. Peebles picked up the win with a pretty scary situation. Ralph was practices the Pirates, allowing six hits and two unearned runs in the seventh, winning two games. Junior Tori Bates took the loss for the Pirates. Bates recorded two hits, two runs, two earned, Bates was set to strike out three and a half innings of the tourment. The Pirates wrapped up the tournament on Saturday with a 4-1 victory over the Pirates got off to a good start with a strong performance in the first inning with an RBI single by sophomore JT Phillips and the Pacers' pitcher matching over the first innings. The Pirates took the lead in the bottom of the fifth inning. The Pacers finally caught the Pirates on a solo home run by junior Ryan Patterson. USC Aiken had a hot start of their own, scoring three runs in the bottom of the first, knocking out senior pitcher Jamie Thagard (1-3) before he could earn one out. That poor start proved to be too much for the Pirates as they never could rally back into the game. They put on a good fight in the fourth inning, but could not make up the early deficit. In Game 3, the Pirates IT ثاني, and the Pacers' Nick Yick had a competitive pitcher's match over the course of the six innings. Each team only scored one run - the Pirates on a sacrifice fly in the first inning and the Pacers allowing a pitcher's match in the second inning. The Pacers were on a roll this weekend. They swept up in the Phillips, scoring three runs, led by a price two-run single. The Pacers swept up in the first inning. Pacers sweep Pirates in PBC open.
Let’s Be Real

You have an STD is hard news to take... it’s hard to believe, frightening, and terrifying at first. It took time, but I thought it was my thought was not true and I was not alone.

Health & Fitness - January 23, 2016 - Students Health Center. If you are interested, reply back with what I was writing/describing who I was and what you were doing. I was going to throw this out there. You were in the store. I saw you again when we were both leaving (you driving a pick up truck). I’d like to know more about you. Contact me with any identifiable info. (if interested and unthanked) thanks.

Saw you at the Lahfayette square Sunday afternoon and saw you and when you smiled at me I really felt a connection. We were with a guy, if he is your boyfriend, he is a very lucky guy. I would like to know more about you. Hope you had a great day.

w4m Really Cute guy (The Social Club, Downtown Savannah)

You were wearing a Guess University of Miami shirt. I saw you at look me at a couple times and I couldn’t get close enough to say hi but couldn’t find you and you already left the store. I saw you again the next day (you driving a pick up truck). I’d like to know more about you. Contact me with any identifiable info. (if interested and unthanked) thanks.

You have an STD “is hard news to take... it’s hard to believe, frightening, and terrifying at first. It took time, but I thought it was my thought was not true and I was not alone. Health & Fitness - January 23, 2016 - Students Health Center. If you are interested, reply back with what I was writing/describing who I was and what you were doing. I was going to throw this out there. You were in the store. I saw you again when we were both leaving (you driving a pick up truck). I’d like to know more about you. Contact me with any identifiable info. (if interested and unthanked) thanks.

Saw you today at 3:30 at Dicks. You were looking at tags and I...
Exploring the world of Nate Nash with former CIA agent, author Jason Matthews

BY TERESA DURHAM

from his two-part series. “Red Sparrow” and “Palace of Treason”.

Matthews discussed the dynamics of the average CIA officer, detailing various aspects of the recruiting cycle, necessary classes and even what daily life was like in foreign countries. He highlighted a multitude of Hollywood stylings and myths, explaining how many operations actually occur.

Matthews asserts that there are roughly 35,000 CIA employees, divided into divisions science and technology, administration, operations, and intelligence. The Matthews family worked in various departments during their career, but the bulk was spent in operations. A lot of work was done overseas using diplomatic covers or capital emmissaries where they would meet their double agents at night. Several students were interested in how the career impacted his relationships. Matthews explained that his daughters have “been bitten by the travel bug and love foreign food.” A fascinating topic was how his children reacted to their parents being CIA officers. Matthews made plain that the urge to write was not born of a search for literary fame, but rather as a form of therapy.

“The truth is that a CIA officer does nothing but write...I didn’t set out to write a novel,” Matthews said. “So, for me, it was rather after retirement, go fishing, write, do interior design...and I don’t fish.”

Matthews concluded the lecture with some important writing passages pertaining to careers in general: “read and listen to whatever you can get your hands on.”

Armstrong artist Profile: Mitchell McDuffie

EMERGENT SAVANNAH

PHOTO EDITOR

Emergent Savannah’s monthly Monday Means Community event featured Elizabeth Becker,20-year-old author and native of the book Overlook, discussing the impact of tourism in Savannah. Becker has served as a model, writer, and author of the book Overlook. She sold the travel industry the largest employers in the world, yet some cities have been negatively impacted by overcrowding and overcommercialization of tourist. This overcommercialization can alter local culture. She used Bordeaux as an example, where many locals are forced to leave because they can no longer afford to live there and the government does not heed their concerns.

Becker also said the idea that the United States government does not tolerate the tourism industry can be problematic. After a decision in 1995 to limit government influence in tourism, the U.S. suffered a “lost decade” when billions of dollars in tourism were lost while other countries saw their tourism industries double.

Becker said Savannahians should think about where we have been for the city and what makes Savannah unique. She said two things that make Savannah unique are the strong sense of community and local art scene.

Emergent Savannah holds Monday Means Community events every month at The Sentient Beem. For more information on the group and their events, visit their Facebook page or their website, emergentsavannah.org.

Quotes of the night “music is dripping from tourism hot water”

“Build the city of the future, respecting the past.”

“You either control commerce or let it control you.”

This began playing into his pre-existing appreciation for aesthetics and gave a sharp kick-start to his career.

“I began casually taking photos on my cameraphone until I filmed with it...I didn’t become a serious hobby until a little over two years ago when I got my first digital camera as a present from Armstrong.” McDuffie said.

When it comes to McDuffie’s equipment preferences, he enjoys using the Nikon D3100, a device known for its 14.2 megapixel camera. McDuffie has also recently expanded the capabilities of the Nikon D3100, a camera that shoots with black and white film. He personally believes “both film and digital camera are the same and you can use them in a different way as a tint.”

After graduating from Armstrong, he plans to use his Visual Arts degree to practice photojournalism or fine arts photography. In the meantime, he can usually be found skateboarding with friends or studying in the Learning Commons.

Events, February 18-20

18 Francesco Killeen Art Show & The Bomb Shelter at 6:30 PM

Piano in the Atrium: The Golden Age of Song at Armstrong University at 7:30 PM

19 Sunday Night @ Fancy Lane at 7:00 PM

Vivace: An Odyssey in Black Dance at Music Armstrong School at 7:00 PM

Broken Glows Album Release Party @ Scuffinbeard at 9:00 PM

Goals, Kyung, and Generation Pill at Motorworks Los Angeles at 7:00 PM

Breno & Jobel @ Aspersat at 8:00 PM

Sis Pataned, Deveson, Symonds, and Scard at the 18 at 9:00 PM

20 Centennial 1-Year Celebration & Fundraiser for Saluda at Saluda Studios at 6:00 PM

Culture Vulture/Catoy/Sir of Goddess Men, @ The Joe at 8:00 PM

February 16, 2016

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Armstrong Gamers’ Guild: What are they up to?

SEBASTIAN WRIGHT
STAFF WRITER

The Armstrong Gamers’ Guild is excited to bring new and fun events to Armstrong. Those interested in finding out more about the monthly schedule are encouraged to visit the AGG Facebook page.

"A Super Smash Bros. 4" tournament is estimated to be held within the next few weeks. It will be sponsored to Armstrong student participation. A prize will be awarded for first place, though no awards have been determined for the participants. Prizes for entry and a character-classic are still in the works.

Plans are underway for an AGG-sponsored Nerf War. This event will partly cover some lessons taught during the organization’s recent First-person shooter session, while also allowing some physical activity. There is no student restriction on this event, though there will be a “bring your own Nerf gun” policy. Providing your own Nerf darts will be preferred, though the Gamers’ Guild would be able to assist with some extra darts if need be. The option for a non-cost attendance is also being discussed. "Cosplay Day" is being considered for future club sessions. Members will be encouraged, though not required, to attend dressed as a character of their choice and wear as "in-character" as appropriate. Like other weekly club activities, this event will be free of charge. Characters will be expected to things they have never experienced before, like Cards Against Humanity, Ultraman Wow, and Rock band 2.

The Guild eventually hopes to hold an event called "Build Together." It will also include Armstrong students in how to construct a functional foldable desktop PC from scratch. An event of this caliber is estimated to cost more than $1000 but AGG hopes to pull from the RSO budget as little as possible. The AGG treasurer cites that, "Collecting all of the funds required for the event, plus covering the trial and error process will be difficult, but definitely rewarding when we finally see it through."

AGG hopes to host many more events in the future. Some other events teased included table top games, cosplay classes and even field trips to support their use of games in education.

The club is attempting to do as much as possible without requiring its members to pay dues and without much aid from the RSO budget. The AGG president states that if attending an event requires a donation, it would go a long way in allowing the club to reach its goals while keeping member fees low or nonexistent.

Armstrong

Open Mic Night

ELDIAH CLARKE
STAFF WRITER

Valentine’s Day decorations surrounded audiences of 2016’s first open mic night. A makeshift disco ball bathed the crowd in a multicolored glow. Tables were covered with candlesticks, while packs of Sour Patch Kids decorated every seat.

The event, hosted by the Student Government Association (SGA) and Campus Union Board (CUB), was emceed by Dequan Pryor.

Senior cell and molecular biology major Travoreis Griffin said, "It was admirable to see my fellow students confidently perform for an audience of their peers."

Participants stared across the board, with no visible showcase of vocal talent coming from Larice Francis, who delivered a moving rendition of “One Night Only” by Jennifer Hudson.

Fryer went on to introduce a series of games that required teamwork and solid communication, from such players, such as chardons. This somehow led to the next segment. RBC Das Battle.


Game Review: The Evil Within

BY CALEB WILSON
STAFF WRITER

Shinji Mikami has long been revered for his work as a designer on some of video game classics, with titles like Resident Evil and Fatal Frame. In 2014 effort "The Evil Within" was released to high standards, including my own. I completed the game in roughly 20 hours.

"The Evil Within" is a standard of a survival horror style. In my opinion, it is one of the best examples of what can make a true horror game.

The game's story is a standard of a survival horror style. In my opinion, it is one of the best examples of what can make a true horror game.

The player immerses themselves into the life of police detective Sebastian Self. Call, a character who has been assigned to investigate a string of murders around a mental hospital in Krimson City with two colleagues, but it's clear that this will not be an easy or short investigation. As Callenvers enters the hospital, he is greeted with a beautifully designed waiting room decorated with the usual corpses of patients, caretakers and other police officers. Soon after this catastrophic opening scene, Callenvers is separated from his colleagues as he is dropped into a world of telling the story of atmosphere.

For fans of the traditional horror survival game style, "The Evil Within" is really a no brainer, but I would discourage people from picking up to try a new game to avoid this one. Of the two titles, I know what this game was going to be about, and it kept up its outrageous story to the end with its absolutely terrifying sense of atmosphere.

RATING: 5 OUT OF 5

Initial release date: October 2014

Director: Shinji Mikami
Publisher: Bethesda Softworks
Developer: Tango GameWorks
Platforms: PlayStation 4, Xbox One, PC, PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, Microsoft Windows
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ward who played for Starr’s Mill High. She earned a goal and an assist to help her team win the 2015 5A State Championship title game. She was Starr’s Mill’s 2015 MVP and 2015 Class 5A Region 4 Player of the Year, as well as Fayette County Player of the Year and was First Team All-County.

It looks like the Pirates have another strong class heading into next fall. They look to advance to the NCAA Tournament for a third straight year and compete for their first Peach Belt Conference championship since 2012.

Moken is a midfielder who played at Highland High where she was team captain and awarded MVP for two straight years. She was a member of the New Jersey ODP State team where she won national finals in 2014 and Region 1 champions in 2013. Watson is a goalkeeper and team captain at Walton High. She is a member of the Georgia ODP ‘93 team, as well as the Region II ODP ‘93 team. She played club soccer for Concord Fire, where she was also team captain. Yoss is a defender or forward who played for Starr’s Mill High. She earned a goal and an assist to help her team win the 2015 5A State Championship title game. She was Starr’s Mill’s 2015 MVP and 2015 Class 5A Region 4 Player of the Year, as well as Fayette County Player of the Year and was First Team All-County.

Fourth Annual Pirate Road Race

Participants before the Pirate Road Race Saturday February 13, 2016. (Photos taken by Kiara Morris)

Anna Aceto, Junior in Nursing, winner of Women’s Division at the Bench Press Competition Wednesday February 10, 2016

CALLING ALL WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS

THE INKWELL WANTS YOU. EVERY WED. 12:30 P.M. MCC 202